were more dominant in the 1970s than today but, at that time, publications on non-native species were rare. The total number of publications per year about non-native species has been rising through time Kühn et al. 2011) . Plant-associated taxonomic bias detected in invasion biology in general was found to be more pronounced for certain hypotheses (biotic resistance, novel weapons, enemy release), less pronounced for others (invasional meltdown, tens rule), and even reversed for one hypothesis where most studies have focused on vertebrates (island susceptibility; however, this hypothesis is the one affiliated with the fewest studies; Figure 2 ).
The main reason why non-native plants are studied more frequently than other non-native species is probably because most known nonnative species are plants. Considering the large number of recognized nonnative plants in Europe, for instance, this taxonomic group indeed seems to be understudied (Figure 1 ; cf . Conversely, abundance estimates of other non-native taxa (eg algae, fungi, bacteria) are unavailable because of the paucity of studies about such organisms. One concern is whether numbers of known nonnative species are the cause or consequence of observed differences in research across taxonomic groups. Also, although there are many nonnative plants, the percentage of harmful non-native plants is relatively low compared with other taxonomic groups. According to Vilà et al. (2010) , only 5.6% of non-native terrestrial plants in Europe have ecological impacts, as compared with 30.4% of non-native terrestrial vertebrates. With regard to absolute numbers of species with ecological impacts, nonnative terrestrial invertebrates outnumber non-native plants (Figure 1 ). These are strong arguments for conducting biological invasion research that is less taxonomically biased.
If results from one taxonomic group could simply be extrapolated to another group, then the best strategy would be to focus research on a taxonomic group where it is most costeffective. This extrapolation is not possible, however, because of taxonomic differences in (1) the impacts WRITE BACK WRITE BACK WRITE BACK Write Back of invaders, (2) introduction pathways (Hulme et al. 2008) , or (3) the level of support for major invasion hypotheses (Jeschke et al. 2012) . Our results also show that crosstaxonomic articles -although comprising a greater proportion of articles published in ecology as a whole -are rare in invasion biology and have not increased over time (Figure 1) . Studies focusing on leading invasion hypotheses -except those on invasional meltdown, which regularly investigate positive interactions between invaders of different taxararely cover more than one major taxonomic group (Figure 2) . While vital for exploring the possibilities and limitations of synthesis across taxonomic groups (Blackburn et al. 2011) , cross-taxonomic studies are also critical for both informed policy and effective management actions against harmful non-native species. Given that plants, animals, and other organisms (eg viruses, bacteria, fungi) are not invading ecosystems separately, management decisions should consider these invaders simultaneously (Carrasco et al. 2010) . When taxonomic borders are crossed and knowledge is exchanged across these borders, redundant research in "invasion botany" and "invasion zoology" is avoided, and invasion biology becomes truly unified. 
